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For its opening presentation of the season, Young Concert   
Artists of Washington chose pianist Yun-Chin Zhou, still a  
student at Juilliard but manifestly talented and poised. The 
program at the Kennedy Center’s Terrace Theater on Tuesday 
showcased this artist’s preternatural agility at the keyboard, 
but the jury is still out as to whether he has things to say in 
repertoire where the notes are only a passageway to deeper 
ideas. 

In Ravel’s “La Valse,” Zhou clarified the textures to an extent 
I’ve rarely heard, the acrobatics never throwing him off his 
musical narrative. In the Rachmaninoff Sonata No. 2, the     
keyboard fireworks were similarly impressive, though in the 
second movement (enigmatically marked “Non allegro”) the 
richly expressive accompaniment sometimes buried the      
melodies. In Liszt’s “Bénédiction de Dieu Dans la Solitude,” 
Zhou hesitated at too many bar lines in the opening theme, but 
his control of the gossamer lines undulating through the piece 
was very impressive, and he kept his head in the virtuoso   
climaxes, never rushing. I’ve heard pianists with a wider range 
of dynamics at the lower end of the scale, but all in all, this was 
highly professional artistry. 

The program’s novelty piece was a set of six songs by the 20th-century chansonnier Charles Trenet,   
arranged by Alexis Weissenberg. The music was charming, if forgettable, but Zhou’s insouciance,      
virtuosity and natural feel for these bon-bons were a perfect makeweight for the rest of the program. 
The opening Haydn sonata lacked the bumptious humor others have found in the first theme, and in the 
slow movement, the ornaments weren’t always tidy (some seemed to get in the way of what he was  
doing). Zhou also sports the pianist’s effect of ducking his head and hunching his shoulders when the 
dynamic drops suddenly — how increasing tension in the shoulders will serve to release it in the hands 
has always been a mystery to me. And, again, without hearing him in music of real profundity such as 
Schubert or Beethoven, it’s hard to say what he would bring to a full-blown concert career. But for now, 
this young artist has laid down a most impressive first marker. He has conquered the instrument; the 
universe of music now awaits. 
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